Celebrity
Couple
News:
Macaulay Culkin Steps Out
with Brenda Song in Paris

By Jessica Gomez
In celebrity news, Macaulay Culkin and Brenda Song were
spotted on a couples trip in Paris on November 22, according
to UsMagazine.com. The celebrity couple was also joined by
Culkin’s goddaughter Paris Jackson. The two love birds were
photographed taking a stroll and embracing one another,
looking happy as ever.

It looks like this celebrity couple
is still going strong while abroad!
What are some ways travel can bring
you closer as a couple?
Cupid’s Advice:
Traveling is an amazing adventure to experience with your
significant other. Cupid has love advice to celebrate your
relationship:
1. Sharing memories: You’re both in a different part of the
world together, and that’s something you won’t forget.
Traveling is a perfect way to spend quality time. Although
planning a vacation can be stressful, once you make it, it’s a
fun and exhilarating experience that can definitely bring you
closer.
Related Link: Kristen Bell & Dax Shepard Rent a Roller Skating
Rink for Date Night
2. Lots of time to talk: You’ll get to know each other better!
Share your passions, talk about everything: life beyond, the
galaxies, morals, history — anything! When on vacation with
someone, it’s basically like you both live together, therefore
you’ll have tons of time to talk and share, and see what being
together pretty much all the time is like. This can bring you
much closer because there are less distractions on vacation
than you would have at home (work, friends, family, etc.).
Related Link: Top 5 Celebrity-Approved Couple Vacation Stops
3. Overcoming vacay obstacles: Team work makes the dream work!
Although we would love for vacations to be absolutely perfect,
most likely they won’t be… but they can get pretty close!
Since you’ll most likely be encountering challenges, you’ll

both be able to work together as a team, and you’ll see each
other’s strengths and weaknesses, now that is grounds for
getting closer.
Can’t wait to book a vacation and bond with your love? Tell us
where you’re going. And for those of you who have gone on a
couple vacay, share the bonding experience. Comment below!

New
Celebrity
Couple?
Macaulay Culkin & Brenda Song
Hold Hands at Knotts Berry
Farm

By Melissa Lee
New celebrity couple alert! Macaulay Culkin and Brenda Song
were recently spotted getting cozy at Knott’s Berry Farm in
California! The unlikely pair were apparently on a double date
with Seth Green and his wife, Clare Grant. While there’s no
confirmation yet, UsMagazine.com reported that they were seen
holding hands and being cute with one another. They spent the
night riding rollercoasters and enjoying each others’ company.
Best of luck to this new pair!

There may be a new celebrity couple
in Hollywood. What are some ways to
announce your new relationship to
family and friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
Being in a new relationship is always a really exciting time,
and Brenda and Macaulay are definitely proving that to be

true. If you’re dating someone new and want to go public soon,
check out some of these tips from Cupid:
1. Keep it casual: If you don’t want to make a big deal out of
it, you can try to phase your partner into your friend group.
Gradually have them hang out with you and your friends more
and more, and then eventually just let people know that they
are your new boo. This way your friends have already gotten to
know them a bit and it’s less awkward!
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Heidi Montag & Spencer
Pratt Welcome First Child
2. Have a big dinner: If you’re more keen toward a greater
gesture, you can try to organize a big dinner with your close
friends and family. This is a great way for you to introduce
your partner to all your loved ones all at the same time.
While it may be a bit overwhelming, it can also be a really
fun time as well.
Related Link: Celebrity Marriage: Brian Austin Green Opens Up
About Taking Marriage with Megan Fox Day By Day
3. Have a separate dinner for each: If you want to combine the
two, organize two separate dinners for your family and
friends. This way, your partner has the opportunity to get to
know your loved ones but do so at different times. This can be
less overwhelming for you and your lover since they can be
smaller get togethers.
What are some of your tips for ways to going public with your
new partner? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity Couples: Did She
Really Date Him?
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Brody Jenner and Avril Lavigne
This surprising pair started dating in 2009 after the singer
filed for divorce from her first husband, Sum 41 singer Deryck
Whibley. They split after nearly two years together but have
remained friends. Jenner even wished Lavigne the best of luck
in her most recent marriage to Chad Kroeger. Photo: Andrew
Evans / PR Photos.

Macaulay Culkin Kisses New
Girlfriend Jordan Lane Price
in Paris

By Brittany Stubbs
The romantic air of Paris has definitely gotten to Macaulay
Culkin, as he was seen locking lips with his new girlfriend
identified as Jordan Lane Price. The couple was spotted
Tuesday, Nov. 26 on the terrace of Cafe de Flore in Paris
where they were kissing and holding hands under the table. A
source confirms to UsMagazine that the Home Alone star’s new
companion is “a cool chick — based in New York,” also stating
that the couple has “tons in common.”
How do you show your affection for your partner in public?
Cupid’s Advice:
We’ve all seen that couple obnoxiously making out over the
dinner table that makes us want to yell, “get a room!” It’s
uncomfortable and no one wants to be that couple. But there
are more appropriate ways to show some public affection for
your significant other:
1. Holding Hands: This may sound childish, but there is
something sweet and significant about holding the hand of your

partner. It’s also PDA appropriate for any age or audience to
witness.
Related: Black Swan Star Mila Kunis and Boyfriend Macaulay
Culkin Split After 8 Years
2. Snuggle up: Sitting on the same side of the booth in a
restaurant or close against each other on the Subway, shows
your partner you love being close to them at all times.
Related: Celebrities Who Dated Out of Their League
3. Don’t forget the little things: Refilling your partner’s
wine when you’re out to eat, letting them sample a piece of
your meal off your fork, and reaching for their hand when
waiting for the meal or check to come, are little ways to make
your significant other feel special, as well as connected to
you.
How have you shown your affection for someone in public? Share
your experiences below.

Celebrities Who Dated Out of
Their League

By April Littleton
Everyone has heard the saying “opposites attract,” but we
still can’t help but wonder how certain celebrities end up
with some of the people they date. Is it their personality? Or
maybe it’s because of their outlandish style. Whatever the
case may be, some of the most average-looking celebrities end
up with the most stunning beauties in America. Here’s a list
of celebrities Cupid thinks date out of their league:
Jermaine Dupri and Janet Jackson: Everyone was stunned when
the producer, rapper and songwriter confirmed to the public
that he was dating Janet Jackson. The duo dated for eight
years until they finally called it quits in 2009.
Related: 5 Celebrity Couples that Waited for Marriage
Jamie Kennedy and Jennifer Love Hewitt: Kennedy dated his
Ghost Whisperer co-star from March 2009 to March 2010.
However, the relationship wasn’t smooth sailing when harsh
criticisms about their love affair hit the newsstands. In an
interview for People, Kennedy said dating Jennifer Love Hewitt

wasn’t easy when no one wanted them together in the first
place.
Marilyn Manson and Dita Von Teese: This isn’t
the musician, actor and painter landed such a
was engaged to Rose McGowan from February 1998
2001 before he met Dita Von Teese on the set

the first time
hottie. Manson
to January 19,
of one of his

music videos. They became a couple on his 32nd birthday. They
married in 2005 only for Von Teese to file for divorce a year
later due to irreconcilable differences. In an interview with
the Sunday Telegraph, she said, “I get the impression he
thinks I was unsupportive, but the truth is I wasn’t
supportive of his lifestyle, and someone else came alone who
was.”
Macaulay Culkin and Mila Kunis: The world never understood the
relationship between these two celebrities. Culkin began
dating the That ‘70s show actress in May 2002. The couple
stayed together for nearly 9 years – longer than anyone would
have guessed. On January 3, 2011, Kunis’ publicist confirmed
their breakup. The duo remain friends while Kunis has moved on
to Ashton Kutcher.
Kris Humphries and Kim Kardashian: Even though the Keeping Up
with the Kardashians star is in a happy relationship with
Kanye West and is a new mom to baby North, we can’t forget
about her brief marriage to Kris Humphries. The basketball
player began dating Kardashian in October 2010. They became
engaged in May 2011 and married that same year in August. The
wedding was highly publicized and even had its on two-part TV
special. However, the marriage didn’t end in bliss. Just 72
days later, Kardashian filed for divorce.
Related: Celebrity Couples Who Met on Set
Russell Brand and Katy Perry: To this day, we still don’t know
what the Teenage Dream singer saw in Russell Brand. The couple
began dating after meeting for the second time at the 2009 MTV

VMAs. The pair became engaged in December of that year and
married in a traditional Hindu ceremony in October 2010. Just
14 months into the marriage, Brand filed for divorce via text
message and never spoke to Perry again.
What other celebrities do you think date out of their league?
Comment below.

Sources Say Ashton Kutcher
‘Always Had a Thing’ for Mila
Kunis

By Nicole Weintraub
Mila Kunis and Ashton Kutcher are still going strong after
five months, according to UsMagazine.com. The once on-screen
lovers in the hit television show That 70’s Show have been
living together in Brooklyn while Kunis films her latest
movie. “He always had a thing for her,” says a source, calling
their feelings toward one another infatuation. Recently, the
two have been photographed together around the New York City
area from brunch dates to public displays of affection in
Central Park. Kutcher, who is currently separated from Demi
Moore, and Mila Kunis, who was once engaged to Macaulay
Culkin, seem to have found happiness in each other.
How do you act on a longtime crush?
Cupid’s Advice:
We all have crushes; though some may last a mere few weeks
while some may last for years. In the case of Kutcher and
Kunis, the two have held a torch for one another since their
television days. Here are some tips on how to act on that
crush:
1. Don’t involve others: If your longtime crush currently is
in a relationship or is married, then steer clear. Even if
they are being flirtatious, it is better to not get involved
with someone who is already involved. If someone truly has
feelings for you, they will find a way to be with you.
2. Be realistic: If your longtime crush is Johnny Depp, then I
would advise you to move on. Is your crush plausible? Does
this person live on the other side of the world? Think about
the possible problems that you could face if you became
involved with this person. Would you be willing to sort
through those issues?
3. Make a bold move: The only way you are going to move from

the crushing stage to the dating stage is if someone makes a
move. Rather then waiting for what may be ages, why don’t you
speak up and make a move? Flirt; ask them for coffee,
anything! You’ve been crushing this long, don’t you think it’s
about time to do something about it?
Do you have a longtime crush? How would you pursue it? Would
you? Share with us below.

Black Swan Star Mila Kunis
and Boyfriend Macaulay Culkin
Split After 8 Years

After eight years together, Mila Kunis and Macaulay Culkin
have decided to amicably end their relationship. According to
UsMagazine.com, the couple went their separate ways months
ago, but decided to keep it quiet while Kunis, 27,
promoted Black Swan. The actress has never made her fear of
settling down a secret. She even admitted to Blackbook in
2009 that although she doesn’t believe in marriage, she does
want to have children someday. “I will have children,” Kunis
said. “I’m too selfish to have them now, but when I do, I
don’t feel like I need to be married. I need to have a person
in my life who will care for me and my children — nothing
else.”
What are things to consider about your partner before you have
kids?
Cupid’s Advice:
Having children is one of the most important decisions you and
your partner will have to make together.
Cupid has some
things to consider about your partner before you decide to
reproduce:

1. Happiness: Having a child is a lifelong commitment, and you
have to be sure that your partner is content with his life and
what he’s achieved before you make the decision to alter both
of your lives.
2. Career: Not only does having a child require a lot of
money, but it also requires a lot of time. Both of these
factors heavily depend on your partner’s career.
3. Wants in life: Sometimes the pressure of feeling like
you’re supposed to do something in life can make you forget
what you truly want. Make sure that you both want children
for the right reasons.

